Guardian Circles

It is time to increase the use of
the power of our word and intention as Souls in Female
Body Suits.
Life will always bring challenges.
It is the knowledge and skills in our personal toolbox that determines if the
waves of life knocks us under the water or gives us the ability to skim the
surface.
With Guardian Circles we have the opportunity to place ourselves, projects,
communities, etc. in cocoons that will strengthen the harmonics of
Wholeness/Love, heal the imbalance vibrations of Fear, while calling in
those in spirit, the PTO, who will remove the entrapping energies from
systemic domination agendas.

A BIG Welcome to
Guardian Circles!
We live in a world in which amazing new leaders
and solutions are needed to change the direction of
our world.
In the recent past, such leaders and thought
changers were discounted, ignored, and stopped even to the point of death. Preventing the gifts that would
free us of domination while creating new cultures is one way
humanity have been kept diminished.
If losing the value of these individuals continues, 4, 5, or 6 years
down the road our world will have spiraled into greater hopelessness
and destruction under the intentional actions of those Outside our
agenda to experience ALL GOOD to dominate and use our creations.
This is a new time! Women are stepping as as never before and with roots into a

deeper sisterhood.

What the Guardian Circles add to the amazing actions already prayed,

meditated, marched, and danced in place, a level of awareness and authority from
ancients truths of the authority within souls birthed into a female body suit is now
known.

Guardian Circles have been called into
being to safeguard emerging forms that
bring benefit to all life: thought changers,
inventors, truth-tellers, and more. It is a
new model which expands the Light of
Good while identifying and removing all
that has or would bring harm.
You have chosen to join a small, powerful group
of friends with this intentions
I love that you have joined us,
Sharon Riegie Maynard
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Intention of each Circle is chosen by those participating.
1. To anchor love of an individual, their project, change. It is to protect, clear, heal,
light and bless with invigorating space for her, while demanding parasitic/
domination energies be returned back to their original home.
2. To identify a situation, place, system, etc. that grew from systemic domination
agendas and to declare the removal of all parasitic/domination energies back to
their original home while anchoring harmonics of all aspects of Good with their
innate qualities of growth and abundance.

Principles upon which our circles functions:
We understand the Power of the Word, especially from the soul in a Female
body, to create, the Law of Manifestation, of Personal Power, and Universal
response of Yes. We use positive Reality Statements to set our goals.

Script to set Space in calling and
Creating the Circle:
"We have gathered together in circle within the
secured Sacred Ground of Divine Sovereignty with
secure boundaries of the Red Rock and Extraction
Vortex.
"With the power of our word, we take back
ownership and guardianship of this space, the
space of all members within this community, and beyond."

Setting a 5-fold Intent:
"We reclaim our stewardship of space, project, and Divine Soul family members in the
Spirit of Divine Good. This Circle is a surrogate for all humanity. The circle's energy,
including all Souls connected to this Circle, is a field of Magnificence, Intelligence,
Generosity, and Abundance within the Sacred Ground of Sovereignty.
"All harmonics reflecting our Divine Good, that benefit, expand, and lift are anchored
and fill this space.
"All negative patterns created by a Divine family member that is marked for effortless
transformation are healed and released to frequencies of Light.
"We declare that any form of parasitic/domination energy or influence is consistently
identified, neutralized and extracted from our space by PTO Plus and moved to their
Home of Origin.
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"All are safe and inspired to create fearlessly with increased clarity, generosity, strength,
health, and stability from this moment forward. Our energy field sparks all others into
their safety, health, and stability. and it. We set this decree from this moment forward."
Allow time for those words to move through you. Feel what they cause to
emerge and breathe them in as new information.
Reality Statements suggestions to claim energy support of this Circle:
•

I have a clear, steady, committed circle of guardians who hold me and my-work-ofgood into the world in a protected, secured space of sovereignty.

•

This circle secures our space, infuses our purpose, and eliminates all negative,
destructive energies that come toward us, leaving us free to fearlessly create.

Commitment is to take 5-minute daily to energize the Circle.
You can use statements such as these, imagine and feel the Circle, Pray, Meditate, etc.
• I stand as one in circle of my family to declare that we are held in Sacred Ground of
Sovereignty with boundaries of the Red Rock Vortex. This space helds us all in safety,
health, stability, generosity, and guidance for Good.
• We are connected to teams of power, clarity, and integrity with the ability to
intentionally identify and remove of all energy that would harm or constrict our nature
of love.
You can choose one of many ways to build that fire of the circle field. Listen to music
while imagining our family's stability and wellness. Drawing/doodling as a symbol of
our words. Imagining a picture of the family being lifted.
You may want to pay attention to your own intuition as that is where new
ideas or guidance for your expansion and safety
will come.
Our circle functions and grows organically. It is
not required that we have conversations about
our experience or have check-ins for updates.
Going about your life knowing that you are being
constantly held and you can access that field of
magnificent Grace as you choose.

More information of the circles:
https://www.sacredgroundcollective.org/
guardian-circles.html
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If you would like to have your name/group/project added to our network and
receive mailing about online gatherings, email me. Sharon Riegie...
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